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NEW QUESTION: 1
User are reporting that they are getting "Please wait" when
they retrieve their messages. The technician notices that the
disk drive on the Message Application Server (MAS) is over 85%
full, and would like to see if there are any other alarms on
the MAS. The technician has checked the Windows event viewer
logs which did not show any alarms.
What should the technician do to view additional alarms?
A. Run the mmsnap program under C:\Program Files\Avaya Modular
Messaging\Serviceability\Modular MessagingSnap directory.
B. Go to the Windows event viewer on the users system that is
reporting the issue.

C. Log on to the Message Storage Server (MSS).
D. Go to the command window and run the command displog -1 act.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
A user accesses an HTML table with an undefined number of rows
and then searches the table to find the row needed to complete
the process. You must automate the search and return the result
to the user.
Which two coding options are available to create the
automation? (Choose Two)
A. LookupTable component
B. TableView component
C. ForLoop component
D. Query on a dataCell
Answer: D
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Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
A risk assessment report recommends upgrading all perimeter
firewalls to mitigate a particular finding. Which of the
following BEST supports this recommendation?
A. The infrastructure budget can easily cover the upgrade
costs.
B. The Annualized Loss Expectancy (ALE) approaches zero.
C. The expected loss from the risk exceeds mitigation costs.
D. The inherent risk is greater than the residual risk.
Answer: C
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